Dear Josh and Janet,

An unusual combined Christmas, New Year greeting, article request, and sentimental reminiscence.

We would like very much to get a reprint of your article in *Journal of Research* 40:115:1970. The picture is a photo taken during your visit here in 1970. I am sure that you are looking forward to visiting Washington, D.C. as Georgia residents in late spring in 2-3 months. And we are certainly looking forward to seeing you and our son. We hope that we shall get a chance to show you some of the many things which we enjoyed so much during our stay in Georgia many years ago. Please keep us informed of any plans you may have for New Year's in Georgia.

Best wishes,

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Am Thao (377)
Dear John and Janety

This unusual combined Christmas, new year greeting, article request and sentimental reminiscence.

We would like very much to get a reprint of your article in 'The Record', Vol. 31, No. 12, 1973. The picture is so you have a clear idea of our 25th anniversary in September 1973.

The weather and I—and hopefully Claire for a short time—expect to go to Washington, DC in October, which is late spring for 2-3 weeks. And we are certainly looking forward to get a good long visit in the US again. After that we hope that we shall see you again to show Claire some of the many things which we enjoyed and made during our stay in the US many years ago. Claire is now so you know the street of our own private recombination experiments in the energy, heat and humid July atmosphere in the US.

Yours Truly, [Name]